
% of total expressed views

Q1. Unanswered 8

Very helpful 73% 463

Fairly helpful 24% 155

Not very helpful 1% 9

Not at all helpful 0% 3

No opinion 1% 5

Expressed a view = 635

Q1. How helpful do you find the receptionists?

463

155

9 3 5

Q1. How helpful do you find the receptionists?

Very helpful

Fairly helpful

Not very helpful

Not at all helpful

No opinion





% of total expressed views

Q2. Unanswered 12

Very easy 18% 113

Fairly easy 57% 359

Not very easy 20% 124

Very difficult 3% 18

No opinion 3% 17

Expressed a view = 631

Q2. How easy is it to get through to someone on the telephone?

12

113

359

124

18 17

Q2. How easy is it to get through to someone on the telephone?

Q2. Unanswered

Q2. Very easy

Q2. Fairly easy

Q2. Not very easy

Q2. Very difficult

Q2. No opinion



Q3. Unanswered 12

Very easy 21% 131

Fairly easy 48% 302

Not very easy 17% 106

Very difficult 3% 16

No opinion 12% 76

Expressed an opinion = 631

Q3. How easy is it to speak to a doctor or nurse on the telephone?

12; 2%

131; 20%

302; 47%

106; 16%

16; 3%

76; 12%
Q3. How easy is it to speak to a doctor or nurse on the telephone?

Q3. Unanswered

Q3. Very easy

Q3. Fairly easy

Q3. Not very easy

Q3. Very difficult

Q3. No opinion



Q4. No answer 17

Very important 25% 155

Fairly important 21% 132

Important 16% 102

Not important 30% 185

No opinion 8% 52

Expressed an opinion = 626

Q4. How important is it to you to be able to book an appointment more that two weeks ahead?

17

155

132

102

185

52

Q4. How important is it to you to be able to book an 

appointment more that two weeks ahead?

Q4. No answer

Q4. Very important

Q4. Fairly important

Q4. Important

Q4. Not important

Q4. No opinion



Q5. How easy is it to book an appointment more than two weeks ahead?

Q5. No answer 22

Very easy 11% 67

Fairly easy 32% 199

Not very easy 13% 81

Very difficult 5% 29

Never tried 28% 172

No opinion 12% 73

Expressed an opinion = 621

22
67

199

81

29

172

73

Q5. How easy is it to book an appointment more than two weeks 

ahead?

Q5.  No answer

Q5.  Very easy

Q5.  Fairly easy

Q5.  Not very easy

Q5.  Very difficult

Q5.  Never tried

Q5.  No opinion



Q6. Unanswered 112 (3 questions in 1)

Telephone 68% 531

In person at reception 32% 247

On Line (blood tests only) 1% 4

Expressed an opinion = 782

Q6.How do you normally book your appointments? 

112

531

247

4

Q6.How do you normally book your appointments?  

Q6. Unanswered

Q6. Telephone

Q6. In person at reception

Q6. On Line (blood tests only)



Q7. Unanswered 122 (3 questions in 1)

By telephone 67% 519

In person at reception 28% 215

Online 5% 37

Expressed an opinion = 771

Q7.How would you prefer to book your appointments?

122

519

215

37

Q7.How would you prefer to book your appointments? 

Q7. Unanswered

Q7. By telephone

Q7. In person at reception

Q7. Online



Q8. Unanswered 1402 (3 questions in 1)

Routine (Chronic illness, eg: 

Diabetes 38% 313

Requested by doctor/nurse 

at this surgery 51% 425

Requested at a hospital visit 11% 94

Expressed an opinion = 832

313

No of tests Numer of patients

1 83

2 66

3 14

4 4

5 2

6 5

7 0

8+ 10

425

No of tests Numer of patients

1 181

2 64

3 22

4 8

5 0

6 3

7 0

8+ 2

94

No of tests Numer of patients

1 41

2 10

3 3

4 0

5 0

6 4

7 0

8+ 1

Q8. If you have had any blood tests at the Surgery during 2013, please insert the NUMBER in the appropriate box(es)? 

No of Routine (Chronic illness, eg: 

Diabetes blood tests)

No Requested by doctor/nurse at this 

No Requested at a hospital visit

1402
313

425

94

Q8. If you have had any blood tests at the Surgery during 2013, 

please insert the NUMBER in the appropriate box(es)?

Q8. Unanswered

Q8. Routine (Chronic illness, eg: Diabetes

Q8. Requested by doctor/nurse at this

surgery

Q8. Requested at a hospital visit



Q9. No answer 35

Yes 48% 289

No 52% 319

Expressed an opinion = 608

Q9.If appointments for a doctor or nurse were available on line, would you book on line?

35

289

319

Q9.If appointments for a doctor or nurse were available on 

line, would you book on line?

Q9. No answer

Q9. Yes

Q9. No



Q10. Unanswered 6

Excellent 10% 61

Very good 41% 258

Fair 41% 259

Poor 9% 59

Expressed an opinion = 637

Q10. Thinking of occassions when you want to see your usual doctor  -    How quickly do you usually get that appointment?

6 61

258
259

59

Thinking of occassions when you want to see your usual doctor  -

How quickly do you usually get that appointment?

Q10. Unanswered

Q10. Excellent

Q10. Very good

Q10. Fair

Q10. Poor





Q11. Unanswered 15

Excellent 10% 65

Very good 32% 202

Fair 34% 213

Poor 11% 70

Very poor 4% 28

Not applicable 8% 50

Expressed an opinion = 628

Q11. Thinking of occassions when you want to see your usual doctor  -  How do you rate this?

15 65

202

213

70

28
50

Q11. Thinking of occassions when you want to see your 

usual doctor  - How do you rate this?

Q11. Unanswered

Q11. Excellent

Q11. Very good

Q11. Fair

Q11. Poor

Q11. Very poor

Q11. Not applicable



Q12. Unanswered 17

Next day 46% 285

2-4 days 28% 174

5 days or more 10% 60

I have never asked 17% 107

Expressed an opinion = 626

Q12. Thinking of occassions when you are willing to see any doctor   - How quickly do you usually get that appointment?

17

285

174

60

107

Q12. Thinking of occassions when you are willing to see 

any doctor   - How quickly do you usually get that 

appointment?

Q12. Unanswered

Q12. Next day

Q12. 2-4 days

Q12. 5 days or more

Q12. I have never asked



Q13. Unanswered 24

Excellent 22% 137

Very good 37% 232

Fair 20% 126

Poor 4% 27

Very poor 1% 9

Not applicable 14% 88

Expressed an opinion = 619

Q13. Thinking of occassions when you are willing to see any doctor  -  How do you rate this?

24

137

232

126

27
9

88

Q13. Thinking of occassions when you are willing to see any 

doctor  - How do you rate this?

Q13. Unanswered

Q13. Excellent

Q13. Very good

Q13. Fair

Q13. Poor

Q13. Very poor

Q13. Not applicable



Q14. Unanswered 23

Doctor 67% 417

Nurse 33% 203

Expressed an opinion = 620

Q14.Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse     -      Was the appointment with doctor a nurse ?

23

417

203

Q14.Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse     - Was 

the appointment with doctor a nurse ?

Q14. Unanswered

Q14. Doctor

Q14. Nurse



Q15. Unanswered 37

On time or early 21% 125

Less than 5 minutes 20% 120

5-10 minutes 32% 194

11-20 minutes 17% 100

21-30 minutes 7% 41

More than 30 minutes 4% 26

Expressed an opinion = 606

Q15. Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse    -       How long did you wait for your consultation to start AFTER the specified appointment 

time?

37

125

120

194

100

41
26

Q15. Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse  -

How long did you wait for your consultation to start AFTER the 

specified appointment time?

Q15. Unanswered

Q15. On time or early

Q15. Less than 5 minutes

Q15. 5-10 minutes

Q15. 11-20 minutes

Q15. 21-30 minutes

Q15. More than 30 minutes



Q16. Unanswered 79

Excellent 25% 140

Very good 39% 218

Fair 27% 151

Poor 6% 35

Very poor 2% 10

Not applicable 2% 10

Expressed an opinion = 564

Q16. Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse    -       How do you rate this?

79

140

218

151

35 10 10

Q16. Thinking of your most recent consultation with a doctor or nurse    -

How do you rate this?

Q16. Unanswered

Q16. Excellent

Q16. Very good

Q16. Fair

Q16. Poor

Q16. Very poor

Q16. Not applicable



Q17. Unanswered 93

Very good 67% 366

Good 27% 146

Fair 6% 34

Poor 0% 1

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 0% 2

Expressed an opinion = 550

Q17. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Giving you enough time

93

366

146

34 112

Q17. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?   

Giving you enough time

Q17. Unanswered

Q17. Very good

Q17. Good

Q17. Fair

Q17. Poor

Q17. Very poor

Q17. Not applicable



Q18. Unanswered 93

Very good 71% 391

Good 24% 131

Fair 4% 22

Poor 1% 3

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 0% 2

Expressed an opinion = 550

Q18. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Listening to you

93

391

131

22 312

Q18. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following? 

Listening to you

Q18. Unanswered

Q18. Very good

Q18. Good

Q18. Fair

Q18. Poor

Q18. Very poor

Q18. Not applicable



Q19. Unanswered 93

Very good 65% 359

Good 26% 143

Fair 5% 28

Poor 0% 2

Very poor 0% 0

Not applicable 3% 18

Expressed an opinion = 550

Q19. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Explaining tests and treatment to you

93

359

143

28 20 18

Q19. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 

Explaining tests and treatment to you

Q19. Unanswered

Q19. Very good

Q19. Good

Q19. Fair

Q19. Poor

Q19. Very poor

Q19. Not applicable



Q20. Unanswered 100

Very good 63% 340

Good 27% 145

Fair 6% 30

Poor 0% 2

Very poor 0% 2

Not applicable 4% 24

Expressed an opinion = 543

Q20. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Involving you in decisions about your care 

100

340

145

30 22 24

Q20. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?   

Involving you in decisions about your care 

Q20. Unanswered

Q20. Very good

Q20. Good

Q20. Fair

Q20. Poor

Q20. Very poor

Q20. Not applicable



Q21. Unanswered 97

Very good 72% 392

Good 22% 120

Fair 4% 23

Poor 0% 2

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 1% 8

Expressed an opinion = 546

Q21. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Treating you with care and concern

97

392

120

23 21 8

Q21. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?  

Treating you with care and concern

Q21. Unanswered

Q21. Very good

Q21. Good

Q21. Fair

Q21. Poor

Q21. Very poor

Q21. Not applicable



Q22. Unanswered 94 Name of GP seen Unanswered 270

Yes, definitely 72% 461 Dr Morris 38

Yes, to some extent 12% 78 Dr Gannon 25

No, not at all 1% 7 Dr Smith 73

Don't know/can't say 0% 3 Dr Downes 0

Expressed an opinion = 643 Dr McGee 33

Dr Wallis 55

Dr Dingley 20

Dr Ayton 19

Dr Duggal 0

Dr Siddiq 5

Dr Goodall 4

Dr Hawliczek 9

Locum GP 6

Q22. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the following?                 Did you have confidence and trust in the GP you saw? 

270

38

25

73

0

33

55

20
19 05 4 9 6

94

461

78
7 3

Q22. How do you rate the last GP you saw at each of the 

following?  Did you have confidence and trust in the GP you 

saw? 

Q22. Unanswered

Q22. Yes, definitely

Q22. Yes, to some extent

Q22. No, not at all

Q22. Don't know/can't say



Q23. Unanswered 182

Very good 65% 300

Good 29% 132

Fair 3% 14

Poor 0% 1

Very poor 0% 0

Not applicable 3% 14

Expressed an opinion = 461

Q23. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Giving you enough time

182

300

132

14 10 14

Q23. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the 

following?  Giving you enough time

Q23. Unanswered

Q23. Very good

Q23. Good

Q23. Fair

Q23. Poor

Q23. Very poor

Q23. Not applicable



Q24. Unanswered 184

Very good 63% 288

Good 30% 136

Fair 3% 14

Poor 0% 0

Very poor 0% 0

Not applicable 5% 21

Expressed an opinion = 459

Q24. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Listening to you

184

288

136

14 00 21

Q24. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the 

following? Listening to you

Q24. Unanswered

Q24. Very good

Q24. Good

Q24. Fair

Q24. Poor

Q24. Very poor

Q24. Not applicable



Q25. Unanswered 184

Very good 57% 260

Good 28% 128

Fair 5% 21

Poor 1% 4

Very poor 0% 0

Not applicable 10% 46

Expressed an opinion = 459

Q25. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Explaining tests and treatment to you

184

260

128

21
40

46

Q25. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?   

Explaining tests and treatment to you

Q25. Unanswered

Q25. Very good

Q25. Good

Q25. Fair

Q25. Poor

Q25. Very poor

Q25. Not applicable



Q26. Unanswered 189

Very good 51% 233

Good 26% 118

Fair 5% 22

Poor 0% 1

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 17% 79

Expressed an opinion = 454

Q26. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Involving you in decisions about your care

189

233

118

22
11

79

Q26. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following? 

Involving you in decisions about your care

Q26. Unanswered

Q26. Very good

Q26. Good

Q26. Fair

Q26. Poor

Q26. Very poor

Q26. Not applicable



Q27. Unanswered 185

Very good 64% 293

Good 28% 128

Fair 3% 16

Poor 0% 2

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 4% 18

Expressed an opinion = 458

Q27. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Treating you with care and concern

185

293

128

16 21 18

Q27. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the 

following? Treating you with care and concern

Q27. Unanswered

Q27. Very good

Q27. Good

Q27. Fair

Q27. Poor

Q27. Very poor

Q27. Not applicable



Q28. Unanswered 188 Name of Nurse seen Unanswered 497

Yes, definitely 81% 370 Angela Elling 22

Yes, to some extent 16% 72 Bronya Barrow 24

No, not at all 1% 6 Penny Shanks 52

Don't know/can't say 2% 7 Sue Sanders 4

Expressed an opinion = 455 Lynda Harking 16

Sue Daniels 18

Stephanie Finlayson 3

Kay Gledhill 2

Helen Northway 5

Q28. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the following?                 Did you have confidence and trust in the nurse you saw? 

497

22

24

52

4 16 18 325

Name of Nurse seen Unanswered

Name of Nurse seen Angela Elling

Name of Nurse seen Bronya Barrow

Name of Nurse seen Penny Shanks

Name of Nurse seen Sue Sanders

Name of Nurse seen Lynda Harking

Name of Nurse seen Sue Daniels

Name of Nurse seen Stephanie Finlayson

Name of Nurse seen Kay Gledhill

Name of Nurse seen Helen Northway

188

370

72
6 7

Q28. How do you rate the last Nurse you saw at each of the 

following? Did you have confidence and trust in the nurse you 

saw? 

Q28. Unanswered

Q28. Yes, definitely

Q28. Yes, to some extent

Q28. No, not at all

Q28. Don't know/can't say



D1 Unanswered 45

Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary 172% 340

Alderholt Surgery 12% 24

Lloyds Fordingbridge 88% 174

Fordingbridge Pharmacy (Bridge Street) 0% 0

Another Chemist 0% 0

Expressed an opinion = 198

D1. From where do you normally collect your medications?

45

340

24

174

00

D1. From where do you normally collect your medications?

D1 Unanswered

D1 Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary

D1 Alderholt Surgery

D1 Lloyds Fordingbridge

D1 Fordingbridge Pharmacy (Bridge

Street)

D1 Another Chemist



D2 Unanswered 77

Repeat Slip 84% 473

In Writing 2% 9

using the Web site on-line 9% 52

E-mail 6% 32

Expressed an opinion = 566

D2. Which way do you prefer to order your repeat medication?

77

473

9

52
32

D2. Which way do you prefer to order your repeat 

medication?

D2 Unanswered

D2 Repeat Slip

D2 In Writing

D2 using the Web site on-line

D2 E-mail



D3a Unanswered 221

Very good 65% 275

Good 20% 86

Fair 5% 19

Poor 0% 1

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 9% 40

Expressed an opinion = 422

D3.a If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: -                         The courtesy and professionalism of the Practice 

Team? 

221

275

86

19 11 40

D3.a If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or 

Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: - The courtesy and professionalism of 

the Practice Team? 

D3a Unanswered

D3a Very good

D3a Good

D3a Fair

D3a Poor

D3a Very poor

D3a Not applicable



D3b Unanswered 229

Very good 48% 200

Good 25% 105

Fair 5% 19

Poor 0% 2

Very poor 0% 0

Not applicable 21% 88

Expressed an opinion = 414

D3.b If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: -                         The general advice given by the 

Practice Team?

229

200

105

19
20

88

D3.b If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery 

Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: - The general 

advice given by the Practice Team?

D3b Unanswered

D3b Very good

D3b Good

D3b Fair

D3b Poor

D3b Very poor

D3b Not applicable



D3c Unanswered 224

Very good 53% 223

Good 24% 99

Fair 7% 31

Poor 1% 3

Very poor 1% 3

Not applicable 14% 60

Expressed an opinion = 419

D3.c If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: -                         Confidentiality?

224

223

99

31
33

60

D3.c If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary 

or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: - Confidentiality?

D3c Unanswered

D3c Very good

D3c Good

D3c Fair

D3c Poor

D3c Very poor

D3c Not applicable



D3d Unanswered 228

Very good 60% 248

Good 22% 91

Fair 5% 21

Poor 1% 4

Very poor 0% 1

Not applicable 12% 50

Expressed an opinion = 415

D3.d If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: -                         Ease of ordering repeat 

prescriptions?

228

248

91

21
41

50

D3.d If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary 

or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: - Ease of ordering repeat 

prescriptions?

D3d Unanswered

D3d Very good

D3d Good

D3d Fair

D3d Poor

D3d Very poor

D3d Not applicable



D3e Unanswered 279

Frequently 59% 215

Usually 40% 144

Hardly ever 1% 4

Expressed an opinion = 363

D3.e If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: -                         Is your medication 

ready for collection on the right day?

279

215

144

4

D3.e If you collect your Medication from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary or 

Alderholt Branch Surgery, how do you rate: - Is your medication ready for collection on 

the right day?

D3e Unanswered

D3e Frequently

D3e Usually

D3e Hardly ever



D4 Unanswered 358

Yes 36% 104

No 35% 99

Don't Know 29% 82

Expressed an opinion = 285

D4. If you are someone who has difficulty collecting your medications, do you think that you would benefit from having them delivered?

358

104

99

82

D4. If you are someone who has difficulty collecting your medications, do you 

think that you would benefit from having them delivered?

D4 Unanswered

D4 Yes

D4 No

D4 Don't Know



D5 Unanswered 364

From 7.30am each weekday 20% 55

Later in the day until 7.30pm 47% 131

Saturday morning 33% 93

Expressed an opinion = 279

D5. Would you find it easier to collect your medications if the Dispensary was open: 

364

55

131

93

D5. Would you find it easier to collect your medications if the 

Dispensary was open: 

D5 Unanswered

D5 From 7.30am each

weekday
D5 Later in the day until

7.30pm



D6a Unanswered 331

Lloyds Pharmacy 76% 237

The Fordingbridge Pharmacy (Bridge Street) 19% 60

Another chemist 5% 15

Expressed an opinion = 312

D6.a Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery Dispensary, was it from: 

331

237

60 15

D6.a Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not 

the Surgery Dispensary, was it from: 

D6a Unanswered

D6a Lloyds Pharmacy

D6a The Fordingbridge Pharmacy (Bridge

Street)

D6a Another chemist



D6b Unanswered 321

Very good 41% 131

Good 38% 123

Fair 15% 48

Poor 2% 7

Very poor 1% 4

Not applicable 3% 9

Expressed an opinion = 322

D6.b Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery Dispensary - How do you generally rate their service?

321

131

123

48
7 4 9

D6.b Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the 

Surgery Dispensary - How do you generally rate their service?

D6b Unanswered

D6b Very good

D6b Good

D6b Fair

D6b Poor

D6b Very poor

D6b Not applicable



D6c Unanswered 350

Frequently 43% 127

Usually 55% 161

Hardly ever 2% 5

Expressed an opinion = 293

D6.c Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery Dispensary - Is your medication ready for 

collection on the right day?

350

127

161

5

D6.c Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the 

Surgery Dispensary - Is your medication ready for collection on 

the right day?

D6c Unanswered

D6c Frequently

D6c Usually

D6c Hardly ever



D6d Unanswered 372

Yes 27% 73

No 73% 198

Expressed an opinion = 271

D6.d Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery Dispensary - Have you signed a cosent form to specify your 

chosen facility?

372

73

198

D6.d Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery 

Dispensary - Have you signed a cosent form to specify your chosen facility?

D6d Unanswered

D6d Yes

D6d No



D6e Unanswered 343

Yes 8% 25

No 92% 275

Expressed an opinion = 300

D6.e Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the Surgery Dispensary - Do you have your medications delivered to your 

home by that chemist?

343

25

275

D6.e Thinking of the last time you collected medications, if not the 

Surgery Dispensary - Do you have your medications delivered to your 

home by that chemist?

D6e Unanswered

D6e Yes

D6e No



D7a Unanswered 488

Yes 18% 28

No 82% 126

Expressed an opinion = 154

D7.a Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect from another 

chemist, if so: -                      Is this because you receive a better service? 

488

28

126

D7.a Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the 

Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect from 

another chemist, if so: - Is this because you receive a better service? 

D7a Unanswered

D7a Yes

D7a No



D7b Unanswered 513

Yes 10% 13

No 90% 116

Expressed an opinion = 129

D7.b Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect 

from another chemist, if so: -                      Is this because that chemist delivers your medication? 

513

13

116

D7.b Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the 

Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect from 

another chemist, if so: - Is this because that chemist delivers your 

medication? 

D7b Unanswered

D7b Yes

D7b No



D7c Unanswered 516

Yes 20% 25

No 80% 102

Expressed an opinion = 127

D7.c Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect from another chemist, if so: -                              

Is this because you have difficulty getting to the Dispensary during surgery opening hours (Monday to Thursday 8.30am-6.15pm / Friday 8.30am - 5.45pm)?

516

25

102

D7.c Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the Fordingbridge Surgery 

Dispensary, but chooses to collect from another chemist, if so: - Is this because you have 

difficulty getting to the Dispensary during surgery opening hours (Monday to T

D7c Unanswered

D7c Yes

D7c No



D7c Unanswered 144

Answers recorded 

Survey No

1

5

6

24

32

51

54

62

67

85

90

92

112

115

138

149

171

176

180

185

194

200

204

209

237

240

244

259

263

275

277

288

290

D7.d Are you a patient who could collect prescriptions from the Fordingbridge Surgery Dispensary, but chooses to collect from another chemist, if so: -                               

If it is another reason, please explain it here

Just always used Lloyds

It is simply more convenient for me

I was under the impression the surgery dispensary was for patients unable to use pther places

unable to come into town on a reglar basis

Lloyds deliver to me

did'nt know I could collect from dispensary

habit

I would rather receive them from dispensary than fromLloyds Pharmacy

I collect from Alderholt

Not available so never considered it

Immediate dispensing

I use Lloyds as I do my shopping at the same time.

didn't know I had the choice

Not allowed

Easier access to chemist whilst shopping

No choice

I live within 1 mile of surgery and town

Prefer chemist

I prefer to deal (support) Pharmacists rather than Dispensers

Live within the mileage limitation

one off not usual practice

easier to collect from Lloyds as I work opposite

Dispensary not available to my address.

Not applicable

I would prefer to collect medication from Surgery rather than pick up prescription & walk to chemist

Not allowed to - live too close

Lloyds was suggested at the outset of my diabetic diagnosis

Nearer home!

Due to proximity to Dispensary

I have always picked the medication up from chemist.

Handier since always shopping in town.

Told to collect from Lloyds

No



344

384

385

401

420

421

435

436

440

445

468

472

480

486

490

500

514

521

532

533

536

570

576

593

606

608

610

615

Just the way it has always been

Didn't think I could use Lloyds out of habit

Prefer going to Fordingbridge Pharmacy

Was informed I did not live far enough away.

Like a Saturday collection

Easier to reach

Prefer to go to the chemist

N/A - I always collect at the Surgery

Unsure if dispensary is an option

Nice people doing a good job

working in Ringwood, makes it difficult to collect from either FB or Alderholt

chemist is easier to reach

because I live in Fordingbridge it is not available at the surgery

it's next door

living near Sandleheath its was nevere an option to collect from surgery

To ease the demand on the Dispensary

Lloyds is nearer

Not able to drive as a pensioner plus regular taxi fares are too much

either would be fine

convenient location

It's always a bit of a wait unfortunately.

long standing habit

Not allowed to  

because from the beginning this is the service I was offered - no problem with it.

the chemist is near to where I work making it very convenient

my wife collects my prescriptions

to far to collect

Parking



DN1 Unanswered 235

Yes 15% 53

No 99% 350

Not sure 1% 5

Expressed an opinion = 355

CCT Have you or someone close to you used any District Nursing or associated services at home or in a clinic(s) in the last year?

235

53

350

5

CCT Have you or someone close to you used any District Nursing or 

associated services at home or in a clinic(s) in the last year?

DN1 Unanswered

DN1 Yes

DN1 No

DN1 Not sure



DN2 Where

Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

34

53

56

65

74

96

109

115

150

155

158

163

167

179

182

186

206

218

233

240

242

264

275

277

279

284

292

293

294

CCT Have you or someone close to you used any District Nursing or associated services at home or in a clinic(s) in the last year? - If yes, where was the service provided?

At home

preparation for death

Dressing change

At home

Home

at home

Avon Valley Fordingbridge

Home

At home

Not seen anywhere

At home

Pembridge House

Fordingbridge Surgery

in the home

Salisbury walk-in clinic

Surgery

Home care - post hospital stay

Wound check at weekend after surgery

At home & at Fordingbridge Hospital

Fordingbridge Hospital

At home by SDH

Fordingbridge Dermatology Outpatients clinic

Fordingbridge

Fordingbridge Surgery

Surgery

Wokingham

At home

Fordingbridge Surgery

at home

at home



299

301

315

324

326

346

347

359

361

367

369

380

389

400

402

416

427

459

466

478

509

513

532

533

547

home

at home

home

At home

Fordingbridge

Home and clinic

Home

At home

At my home

Fordingbridge

Catheter care

At aunt's home

Yes but 3 days late

Home

Avon Community

Home

Warfarin check at the Surgery

District Nurse and Occ Therapist

home and clinic

Home

at home

Maternity

at home

Wiltshire

Fordingbridge Infirmary Physio Clinic



DN3 experience

Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

24

57

76

79

88

97

119

132

138

173

178

181

186

190

202

209

229

241

256

263

265 Satisfactory

Satisfactory

a bit chaotic - needed dressings changed but nurses couldn't find keys to open building, then other wing of hospital wouldn't let 

them do it there either!

Very Good

Excellent

Very good

Excellent

very good

Eye test

Very efficient

When eventually sorted out the nurses to call they were excellent.  Discharge was from hospital on a Friday after stroke and 

being in hospital for three weeks.  Nurses did not come for four days after.

N/A

Fairly good, on time, friendly and listened to concerns.

Excellent

!

very good and helpful

Good

It was good and very professional

Fantastic service - daily for 3 weeks. Professional, caring and respectful

caring

CCT Have you or someone close to you used any District Nursing or associated services at home or in a clinic(s) in the last year? - Please describe what your experience 

0

Changes to date. Messages said to be left on answerphone when I was definitely in (have 4 phones situated where they can be 

seen/heard



287

298

300

302

315

316

317

322

324

338

347

349

369

370

382

384

390

392

403

412

423

425

439

450

482

489

501

532

536

555

556

570 good

very good

ok

Brilliant - I had a home birth which was an amazing experience

good

Good

good

excellent

Great

Good

Ok, nurse seemed unsure of what was needed

Poor - Nurse 1 did not appear to be on the same planet.  Nurse 2 discussed matters from the garden to bedroom window

Very poor

Very professional positive experience

Very good

Very good

On the whole very good, but weekends very difficult, and to contact them.

Very Good

Very thorough and informative

Very good

Efficient, welcoming staff

Not very good

They were often incompetent & rushing to get to the next appt was their main concern

very good

excellent, very kind and helpful

Excellent
very helpful nurses who gave excellent care to my wife in the last few weeks of her illness. Always professional and efficient but 

with nice personal touch and good S of H! Visits were made on a daily basis.

very good

Very good

Good, caring

Very friendly and efficient

Good



DN4 Unanswered 591

Good 73% 38

Satisfactory 8% 4

Room for improvement 12% 6

Poor 8% 4

Expressed an opinion = 52

CCT. If you or someone close to you has experienced any District Nuring or associated services, how do you rate that experience? 

591

38 4 6 4

CCT. If you or someone close to you has experienced any District Nuring or 

associated services, how do you rate that experience? 

DN4 Unanswered

DN4 Good

DN4 Satisfactory

DN4 Room for improvement

DN4 Poor



Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

24

173

178

248

256

307

338

347

384

412

423

425

539

CCT If you or someone close to you has experienced any District Nuring or associated services, how do you rate that experience? - If you answered either 'Room for 

improvement' or 'Poor' please explain briefly what needed to be improved?

0

DN5 'Room for improvement' or 'Poor'

I needed more time, consequently made an appt with consultant myself. He was pleased that I did.

Nurses to work from Surgery as in the past, not controlled from Lymington.  Local nurses for local people.  

Unable to get attention at home due to insufficient staff at Fordingbridge.  Downton apparently OK

Good

more organisation needed and familiarity with facilities they are using!

Found the varying times of visits difficult.

Briefed better of patient's needs and details of the task to be completed.  Given more time between visits.  Trained to check 

appropriateness of medication.

Appointment system.  They cannot turn up when they feel like it.

To have more nurses on at weekends, as crises seem to happen then, and very stressful if you are looking after a terminally ill 

husband, and of course for the patient as well

Should have been seen Monday, had to wait until Wednesday.  Very poor service

1st Nurse seemed unsure - tried to remove wrong dressing - applied another which she had but it stuck to my skin too strongly 

when tried to remove at hospital.  2nd Nurse - language barrier - seemed vague. 3rd visit ok but would have preferred not to 

See above.  District Nurses in the Surgery (blood flow jab etc.) have been brilliant

better care and time keeping, and not forgetting to come on a certain day



Carers 1 Unanswered 578

Yes 20% 13

No 80% 52

Expressed an opinion = 65

C1 if you provide support to a partner, dependant, relative or neighbour who could not manage without your help due to their age, physical or mental illness, addiction or disability you may wish 

to be registered as a carer with the Surgery so that you can be supported  - If this best describes you are you already registered with this Surgery as a carer?

578

13
52

C1 if you provide support to a partner, dependant, relative or neighbour who could 

not manage without your help due to their age, physical or mental illness, addiction 

or disability you may wish to be registered as a carer with the Surgery so that you 

can

Carers 1 Unanswered

Carers 1 Yes

Carers 1 No



Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

30

37

73

118

172

191

202

251

369

377

382

386

482

C2 if you provide support to a partner, dependant, relative or neighbour who could not manage without your help due to their age, physical or mental illness, addiction or 

disability you may wish to be registered as a carer with the Surgery so that you can be supported    - If you, or soemone caring for you are not yet registered and would like 

C2 Contact Details

0

Name & Address supplied

Basic care for my hisbandwith heart condition, but I know I can contact Dr xxxxxx in an emergency

yes

Not at this time

Name & Address supplied

Name & Address Supplied

I believe my wife may be registered.  Our son, xxxxxx, has Downs Syndrome.  Name & Address supplied

Name & Address Supplied

Name & Address Supplied

I don't really understand as we are both old and care for each other, but get other help from daughter-in-law

I think I am registered as a carer for my daughter xxxxxxxx but perhaps you could check. Thanks.

Name & Address Supplied

My wife is carer



Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

5

42

44

71

74

76

77

78

83

88

101

113

132

133

138

140

144

148

149

150

153

155

156

159

165

166

168

Additional Comments

Additional Comments

0

I have been a frequent user of the surgery over the past 18 months (Heart problems mainly) and cannot recall any negatice 

telephone access the weak area

open on a Saturday morning - for those commuting to work and are not in the area in the week

Q1 when ringing the surgery to ask to see someone because my daughter had a cough for 4 weeks, I was told to buy cough 

I consider this a very good surgery

When needing blood tests there always seems to be a long wait i.e. 3 weeks plus

Q9 - no computer,D1 - is delivered, D2 Chemist auto-repeat

I will investigate your website! Q3 - but I work full-time so difficult for them to catch me.

I'm a temporary patient so have only seen Doctor today.  These questions I have answered come from when I was a permanent 

Generally an excellent service in all respects.

The staff at this surgery are very competent and helpful and I have always received very good service from everyone.

I find the main entrance challenging and confusing.  Too many people queueing, hanging around, passing through.  Too many 

Q1 Depends on which receptionist

I am very grateful for the care and thoughtfulness of Doctors when I have needed them recently. Thank you.

For both myself and my wife for separate issues it's felt that there wasn't sufficient follow-up to our illnesses. Better follow-up 

Q1 Straight away.                                   

Q14 Blood Test       Q28 Blood Test  Very good practice.

Q28 xxx plus another as xxx could not get a vein to take blood

In general very good

The questions about the dispensary seem like competitive market research - especialy D6 and D7. They are perhaps indicative of 

Q9 Not on-line

D5 Whatever

All staff always friendly and helpful

very good, lovely surgery, thank you

I object to receptionists enquiring into my reasons for requesting an appt with my doctor

I believe we are very blessed to have such a wonderful surgery, thanks to all

(ticked all boxes for D5 and suggested lunchtime opening)



173

188

191

192

202

211

234

237

238

248

251

263

268

271

278

281

285

296

301

307

311

315

317

320

321

324

333

338

341

346

347

348

349

363

374

377

Improve availability of District Nurses

D3e Medication is always ready on promised date

I find every service provided very good

(Nurse xxxxxx)

We always receive an excellent service from the Surgery.  xxxxx is absolutely brilliant - Pts name doesn't like flu jabs!!

Not applicable

The possibility of seeing one of our local Practice doctors out of hours or at weekends would be very nice

Practice is very good in an emergency.  I have been seen straight away.

I take Allopurinol 600mg they give me a months' worth, it would be handy to have 2 months or more as I find it difficult to make the 

I emailed the Surgery with a problem when I was away on holiday.  Very impressed to hear back in 10 mins.

My husband is registered blind & is extremely deaf.  I find it difficult when dealing with receptopn won't learn.  They insist on 

An excellent service

This is an A1 Surgery with every department giving excellent service always - Phlebotomists, Dispensary, Reception, Nurses, 

Saturday Doctors' appointments would be a significant improvement as week-day appointments force me to take a day off.  

I have consulted a nurse, then Dr xxxxx, only once since Dr xxxxxx departed; that was in autumn 2012 so this survey isn't going to 

Q28 Various

I find that the service is v good a much more personal approach and also caring approach is given by all staff - better than I was 

We, my husband and I have been with this practice for years and quite honestly service is above any other I have been with, keep 

QD2 Done automatically.              I used to be able to see my GP xxxxxx quite soon after requiring an appointment. It is now 

Q9 Prefer not,  Q15 Can't remember,  Q16 OK,  D5 Thro' lunch hour

I made an appointment for a smear after giving birth but when I turned up was told they couldm't do it as I was less than 12 weeks 

Good surgery overall

All dressing done at the clinic should be done by a trained nurse, especially when the patient has only been out of ICU for 3 days

Don't feel I should need to explain to a receptionist what my appt is for. I think having to wait 3 weeks to get an appt with my own 

It would be beneficial for some blood tests to be performed at home or an option for home visit

Sometimes during the last 12 months the surgery generally has seen a decline, especially when you need to see your own GP

D5 also ticked Later in the day and Saturday morning

Background music is depressing, like a funeral parlour.  Appt times too short & puts GPs under to high pressure.  They try to look 

On-line appts would be very useful

Q16 - have longer appts

D1 & D6 chose Lloyds as well

Q12 same day

D1 chose Lloyds as well

Q16 The shortest time I have ever hadd to wait after my allotted appt time has been 20 minutes.  It is normally about 30 minutes 

Q. 10 and Q.19

q. 10.  When a GP works part-time could a client/patient be prompted to ask for/consider any doctor, where otherwise a longer 



378

379

380

381

384

399

402

403

404

405

406

407

408

411

412

414

415

416

417

418

419

425

443

445

447

448

450

461

463

471

475

476

479

482

484

487

Myself and the wife have been patients here for about 25 years and always found all the staff brilliant.  Dr xxxxx, we feel, is a friend 

QD3e  Medication is always ready on the right day.  We have been registered with this Surgery since 1972 and have never had 

Husband - xxxxxx and xxxxxxxxx care for each other in different respects

Q1.  Receptionists - on the whole good.  Some very brusque in tone and manner.

1.  When my husband was terminally ill, on the whole DNs and co were marvellous, but weekends v. difficult as above, and also 

Q12  I have been told I can't see any Doctor, only my own!  Your newer Receptionists are really lovely and extremely helpful and 

Q. D2  also "Using the Web site on-line".  Q.1/Q.2 The new "Regime/System" when being phoned back when you want to make a 

Q8.  All three blood test boxes ticked but no numbers given

Q14.  ST2. ? Name.   We as a family have been very happy with the service from the Surgery.

Q8 BT requested at Surgery ticked

Q15.  1 hour.  Q. D3  Haven't had the full experience!

It is not always appropriate to explain reason for appointment in public to receptionist.

Q.2  Not Mondays.  Q.14  Doyle ?  Q. D6e Only recently started.  

Q. D5, D6, D7. = n/a

Q. 9 = maybe.   (Optional) Also telephone contact.

Q. 8 = Box 1 and 2 ticked

Optional = telephone contact

Q. 12.  Willing to see any doctor on the same day.  

One of the best improvements was the opening of Fordingbridge Pharmacy.  Helpful, courteous, efficient.  

The "Same Day Service" is an excellent idea which works very well for me in each instance.  I feel I get good service and what I 

Q. 15  First time today.  Waiting now.  Q. D5 = all three boxes ticked.

The Surgery, systems and staff are all exemplary. Cannot fault anything.  Thank you so much

The waiting time for collection at Fordingbridge Dispensary I think could be improved.  Finding medicines can sometimes take a 

We have had a family member treated & diagnosed for cancer through the Surgery.  Dr. xxxxx provided an exceptional level of 

Have no complaints, I think our Surgery is one of the best

Q20 - Patients choice of hospital to be referred to.  I would like to be asked & not referred to Lymington Hosp automatically. Q23 - 

Very happy with the way our Surgery is operated.

D5 also ticked Later in the day and Saturday morning

Nurse xxxxx absolutely lovely person!

D5 ticked all 3 boxes

D5 also ticked Saturday am

The staff who answer the phone are often a lot more helpful than some of the receptionists in the surgery. They may be one and 

q9 I do not have a computer

23-28 waiting time for blood test appts

D5 also ticked Saturday am

Try not to use young or locum doctors they are useless



488

489

497

503

506

508

509

512

516

519

520

521

526

532

533

542

551

552

554

556

561

563

568

575

578

596

599

602

606

607

617

625

631

638

640

Q23 all the nurses know what they are doing

as we are both fairly old (81- 84) we support each other

Last children's appt with doctor was 1/2 hour late - very poor! Practice Nurse is running 15 min late - also poor!

Q10 Would like to be able to see my own GP without having to wait severals for an appointment.

Does the Pharmacy at the Surgery still shut at lunch-time?  If so, this is ridiculous. Also the message on the phone suggests no 

I think we are very lucky to have such a good Surgery in Fordingbridge and I am most grateful for the care and attention we 

When trying to cancel an appt it was very difficult to get through; - it would help if there was a way to leave a pghone message (I 

Have a few more receptionists - the phone system is taking too long at the moment for patients to have their call answered.

Q1 - Those at the Nurses end are particularly approachable. Q11 - my doctor is part-time.Q12 - In an emergency I have always 

D5 - all 3 ticked, contact by letter or email

I was disappointed to be removed from Dr. xxxxxx patient list without any prior warning/consultation, but do understand the 

Q5 - Being unable to drive due to physical condition it is difficult with transport.  However, we do have a shared taxi scheme for 

Dispensary very slow, sometimes unable to locate medications which are already made up. (The worst problem is in fact the 

Very happy with the service, well done

QD1/D6a - Also chose Fordingbridge Pharmacy Bridge Street

q9 possibly, D5 also ticked satAM

staff always very helpful and dispensary are efficient despite being busy every time I come in to collect presriptions

I don't think same day service works for me. I have seen 3 different doctors in the last 3 months using this service.I know they 

Q16 I am prepared to wait longer where I trust my doctor

Just wanted to say a big thank you to all medicaland office staff for such a sterling job. Well done!

You can often hear the recptionist speaking to patients on the telephone about their problems, which is not very confidential.

I really don't understand the ring back service, the reliability is patchy at best.Self employed people, who number millions in this 

D5 -also ticked Saturday morning

q9 Possibly. Following the recent announcement that there are t be dedictated doctors (named) for senior citizens I hope that we 

Q 10&12 -varies,QD3e always

or contact by telephone

D5 also ticked Saturday Morning

Also saw xxxx with xxx Q14 and 28

I have only recently joined the surgery and have been pleased with every aspect of the process, the people who have helped me 

Q1 also ticked not very helpful - individual differences. Q12 same day when urgent QD3e Time it takes is bad.

We moved to this practice 2 years ago (from an excellent practice) and have been enormously impressed. The friendiness and 

 

always find service at Surgery excellent. Dispensay now more convenient now not closed for lunch.

Nurse last seen xxxxxxxxxxx

Blood test - waiting and booking time



Optional 1 Unanswered 328

Yes 74% 233

No thank you 26% 82

Expressed an opinion = 315

Optional - Would you be happy for us to contact you?

328

233

82

Optional - Would you be happy for us to contact you?

Optional 1 Unanswered

Optional 1 Yes

Optional 1 No thank you



Optional 2 Unanswered 643

Email 53% 129

Letter 13% 32

Telephone 33% 81

Expressed an opinion = 242

Optional - Would you be happy for us to contact you - If yes, which is the best means of contacting you?  

643

129

32

81

Optional - Would you be happy for us to contact you - If yes, which is 

the best means of contacting you?  

Optional 2 Unanswered

Optional 2 Email

Optional 2 Letter

Optional 2 Telephone



Q28 Unanswered 144

Male 32% 203

Female 46% 296

Expressed an opinion = 643

Q28.    Are you male or female? 

144

203

296

Q28.    Are you male or female? 

Q28 Unanswered

Q28 Male

Q28 Female



Q29 Unanswered 397

17 to 24 2% 9

25 to 34 4% 22

35 to 44 7% 36

45 to 54 9% 46

55 to 64 19% 94

65 to 74 30% 147

75 to 84 22% 110

85+ 5% 26

Expressed an opinion = 490

Q29.    Within which age group are you?

397

92236
46

94

147

110
26

Q29.    Within which age group are you?  

Q29 Unanswered

Q29 17 to 24

Q29 25 to 34

Q29 35 to 44

Q29 45 to 54

Q29 55 to 64

Q29 65 to 74

Q29 75 to 84

Q29 85+



PPG1 Unanswered 215

Yes 15% 63

No 85% 365

Expressed an opinion = 428

PPG1 Have you registered as a member of the PPG to receive communications from us? 

215

63

365

PPG1 Have you registered as a member of the PPG to receive 

communications from us?

PPG1 Unanswered

PPG1 Yes

PPG1 No



PPG2 Unanswered 213

Yes 6% 27

No 94% 403

Expressed an opinion = 430

PPG2 Have you attended any of the PPG Public Health Meetings in the last two years? 

213

27

403

PPG2 Have you attended any of the PPG Public Health Meetings in 

the last two years? 

PPG2 Unanswered

PPG2 Yes

PPG2 No



PPG3 Unanswered 489

Weekday early evening 48% 74

Weekday afternoon 49% 75

Other 3% 4

Expressed an opinion = 153

PPG3 When is the most convenient time for you? 

489

74

75 4

PPG3 When is the most convenient time for you? 

PPG3 Unanswered

PPG3 Weekday early evening

PPG3 Weekday afternoon

PPG3 Other



PPG3 Other Unanswered 489

Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

31

92

117

133

139

175

186

234

251

257

272

279

312

352

430

485

496

513

517

534

545

558

572

583

585

603

618

625

630

PPG3 (other) When is the most convenient time for you?  If Other

0

any time

Contact me and I maybe able to confirm; if I can attend as I work shifts

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

Mondays

Early morning

Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

As and when at home on heavily committed retirement schedule

weekend afternoon

between 9am- 5pm

Weekend

Weekend

either

Weekends

Early morning

Any time

any

Any

weekends - full-time at work

Sorry - although sympathetic (and grateful) I cannot join or support anything else at this time.

Monday & Tuesday

or week day afternoon

any

n/a

could do any

Weekday Morning

weekday afternoon

weekday afternoon

weekday afternoon

It varies from day t day so I will just try to attend when I can



PPG4

Answers recorded 
Survey No

1

3

14

28

86

141

149

153

172

176

181

182

186

213

PPG4 Are there any particular topics you would like included at the next Public Meeting in April 2014, to be held in the Fordingbridge Town Hall?

0

Why it seems to take so long to get an appointment in the NHS!

Flu Jab Criteria. I still work as a carer at Verwood Day Centre, and feel I should be entitled to a flu jab, in the same category as 

other people that work in the care industry
why do  medicines have to have so many useless substances added to them? For instance, if one has to take an assortment, 

one also has to inject things like talc etc. additives must eventually cause harm

Volunteer work to help

Same Day Service is rubbish, should go back to how it used to be. Make appointments there and then on the phone and 

receptionist shouldn't ask what's wrong with the patient as it could be private!!!

If the District Nurses are under your auspices, the lack of staffing needs to be addressed. It apperas that Hampshire is very 

short of trained District Nurses which means the existing staff are stretched and unable to take difficult commitments in the 

community.

Surgery Drs on standby for out of hours emergency call

allowances to be increased above inflation for elderly and inform pensioners living in this country with particular respect to 

heating and lighting

1. Length of appointment times.  2.  Why should we tell Receptionists our personal problems?  3.  Why did a Receptionist 

telephone me on Doctor's orders to tell me I had a serious problem?

Privatisation of health provision.

Why is it not possible to get an appointment to see a doctor on the same day as you ask at Reception if you are poorly on a 

Friday (as I was) I could not see anyone before Monday?  Very good overall once you get past the Receptionist

1.  Why cannot Fordingbridge patients have access from Salisbury Hospital to care in Ford Ward?  2.  How much time that 

might be devoted to face-to-face patient care are our doctors now devoting to administration within the new NHS structures?

Flexible opening times.  Easier access to "named" doctor for chronic illness (i.e. if your own doctor knows your problems and 

condition in detail it is less stressful to be able to always see that doctor)  Support for the deaf - phone calls a problem
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399
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449

465

553

566

608

No pressing topics - but ensuring the continuance of a "free for all" access to medical services is crucial.

Alcoholism - There is no AA meeting in Fordingbridge & very little support for people who want to stop drinking.  No funding for 

detox where as Wiltshire does have funding & Turning point where people have their own counsellors.  ADAS at Ringwood offer 

acupuncture on a Fri am nothing else.  Doctors don't want to know about alcoholics.

Thank you for the excellent service you provide to the community

Have been a member of the Age Concern Forum which meets in Salisbury at regular intervals.  I was also at SDH AGM at 

which, in answer to my question about the rumour that they would not be seeing patients except from S. Wilts, the reply was it 

was a rumour, and if any other query of this nature came my way I was to go directly to the Chairman at SDH.

Is it the Doctors' instructions that we are no longer able to see a Doctor the same day, or do the Receptionists make up the 

rules day by day?

Long queues when collecting prescription slip the past year.

My only concern is if I am taken ill out of surgery hours, who do you contact and out of hours drs - how good are they and can 

they access your records?

Why was the public expected to pay for the revised car park?

Doctors on-call from local Practice 24 hrs a day.  When you have health concerns a quick call to a local GP can save so much 

time when time may be important.  At the moment after many experiences phoning 111 or NHS Direct that does not work and 

exacibates problems through frustration of explaining symptoms over  & over to different call handlers.  I now only use the 999 

service.  Why do doctors bother to qualify if they don't have a real desire to help sick people? Do they only do it for status or 

money?

No - but very happy to receive newsletter

Out of hours facilities provided for emergencies by the doctors of Fordingbridge Surgery.  Ringwood out of hours was well 

organised but not everyone can travel there from Fordingbridge

It's very difficult to book to see a nurse for specific problems e.g. women's health issues.  The Nurses are excellent & therefore 

very busy - do we need more of them?

None

No privacy at the Dispensary.  Phone service is terrible.

But don't seem to receive details from you

Yes, more information about diabetes & whatit can do to your body

Minor Injuries service at the surgery ? To reduce travel and no. of people attending stretched A&E Dept.

why is there only one receptionist on front desk as this leads to excessive queueing and "call centre approach" seems to be 

less effiecient as you sometimes struggle to get through to someone

only the ring back service noted overleaf and why it is almost impossible to see your own doctor in under 10 days

available preferrred options for hospital consultations in alternative NHS trusts



641

It is near impossible to book/make an appt to see a Dr at FB surgery. Reception staff are rude and far too abrupt wanting to 

know exactly whats wrond with you and if you classify for an appt or not. Also the system whereby the Dr calls you back before 

telling you to come to the surgery is a total waste of everyone's time. I understand 'some' people like to amake appt just incase 

they feel unwell but on the whole most people who make appts are becasue they are unwell. They don't need to be quizzed by 

nosey receptionists or phoned by a Dr within an hour to check that they qualify for a one to one appt. Also the timings of appts 

are so awkward. Unless you are retired or have the day off work you arenot going to be seen.



PPG5 Unanswered 242

Excellent 45% 179

Very good 39% 158

Good 12% 48

Fair 4% 15

Poor 0% 1

Very poor 0% 0

Expressed an opinion = 401

PPG5. Overall, how would you rate your experience of The Fordingbridge Surgery?

242

179

158

48 15 10

PPG5. Overall, how would you rate your experience of The 

Fordingbridge Surgery?

PPG5 Unanswered

PPG5 Excellent

PPG5 Very good

PPG5 Good

PPG5 Fair

PPG5 Poor

PPG5 Very poor



Survey No CATEGORY NARRATIVE COMMENTS

407 Appointment Explanation It is not always appropriate to explain reason for appointment in public to receptionist.

346 Appointments Q16 - have longer appts

521

Appointments

Q5 - Being unable to drive due to physical condition it is difficult with transport.  However, we do 

have a shared taxi scheme for Sandy Balls on 3 days of the week.  This is the reason I try & ask 

for an appt on these days as in QD5.  Taxi does come expensive.  The receptionist is very good.  

I hope they realise this reason.

76 Blood Tests When needing blood tests there always seems to be a long wait i.e. 3 weeks plus

321
Blood Tests

It would be beneficial for some blood tests to be performed at home or an option for home visit

482 Blood Tests 23-28 waiting time for blood test appts

640 Blood Tests Blood test - waiting and booking time

380 Carers Husband - xxxxx and xxxxx care for each other in different respects

520

Change of GP

I was disappointed to be removed from Dr. xxxxx patient list without any prior 

warning/consultation, but do understand the difficulties for him with his extra responsibilities.  

However, I am happy to be on Dr. xxxxxx list of patients.

138

Clinical

For both myself and my wife for separate issues it's felt that there wasn't sufficient follow-up to our 

illnesses. Better follow-up would be appreciated to ensure we're satisfied and fully recovered. 

Since birth of our second son my wife continues to suffer with back problems.

561
Confidentiality

You can often hear the receptionist speaking to patients on the telephone about their problems, 

which is not very confidential.

150

Dispensary

The questions about the dispensary seem like competitive market research - especialy D6 and 

D7. They are perhaps indicative of a broader market orientation culture in the practice - though 

apart from the dispensary you are a monopoly provider.

443
Dispensary

The waiting time for collection at Fordingbridge Dispensary I think could be improved.  Finding 

medicines can sometimes take a long time.

526

Dispensary

Dispensary very slow, sometimes unable to locate medications which are already made up. (The 

worst problem is in fact the patients dithering & asking questions which sound as if they should 

have asked the doctor but  this is hardly a fault with the Practice.  The girls in the pharmacy 

mostly have endless patience & we all get dithery in the end.

173 District Nurses Improve availability of District Nurses

251

Further investigation needed

My husband is registered blind & is extremely deaf.  I find it difficult when dealing with reception 

won't learn.  They insist on speaking to him which is impossible on the phone.  Perhaps if you 

registere me as his "carer" this difficulty will be overcome!

238
Medication

I take Allopurinol 600mg they give me a months' worth, it would be handy to have 2 months or 

more as I find it difficult to make the 6.30pm closing time.

71

More than one issue

Q1 when ringing the surgery to ask to see someone because my daughter had a cough for 4 

weeks, I was told to buy cough medicine. When I then spolke to GP he said they're a wast of 

money -why wasn't I given an appt. Q2 when I was having blood test (14.11.13) there were 5 

people waiting before me. I wasn't seen and the nurse entered me as a no show. She only called 

my name at the new reception not the one with the train which is where I was as my 3 year  likes 

to play on it. xxxxxx then rushed test and labelled it wrongly and I had to come back .                                     

317
Nurses

All dressing done at the clinic should be done by a trained nurse, especially when the patient has 

only been out of ICU for 3 days

384

Nurses

1.  When my husband was terminally ill, on the whole DNs and co were marvellous, but 

weekends v. difficult as above, and also sucha big team, so many difference nurses that 

continuity was difficult; one nurse saying one thing and the next one thinking something different.  

Also I felt a reluctance sometimes to take the responsibility for a decision, and to leave it to the 

next person.  Still, very good on the whole.  2.  Big problem with ear syringing.  Nurses reluctant.  

488 Nurses Q23 all the nurses know what they are doing

341 On Line On-line appts would be very useful

234
OOH

The possibility of seeing one of our local Practice doctors out of hours or at weekends would be 

very nice

44
Opening Hours

Open on a Saturday morning - for those commuting to work and are not in the area in the week

71
Opening Hours

Saturday Doctors' appointments would be a significant improvement as week-day appointments 

force me to take a day off.  

417
Outside Chemist

One of the best improvements was the opening of Fordingbridge Pharmacy.  Helpful, courteous, 

efficient.  

324
Overall service decline

Sometimes during the last 12 months the surgery generally has seen a decline, especially when 

you need to see your own GP

377
Part Time GP suggestion

q. 10.  When a GP works part-time could a client/patient be prompted to ask for/consider any 

doctor, where otherwise a longer wait would be involved.  

301

Pharmacy and AppointmentsQD2 Done automatically.              I used to be able to see my GP xxxxxxx quite soon after 

requiring an appointment. It is now common to have to wait several days for an appointment. 

5

Positive

I have been a frequent user of the surgery over the past 18 months (Heart problems mainly) and 

cannot recall any negatice experiences. Receptionists are particularly kind and helpful. Nurses 

and Doctors are everything a patient could wish for. There is never any sense of being rushed 

through a consultation or treatment and any ailments i have had (or still have) have always 

responed psoitively to the prescribed treatment. Glad to be your patient!

74 Positive I consider this a very good surgery

88 Positive Generally an excellent service in all respects.

101
Positive

The staff at this surgery are very competent and helpful and I have always received very good 

service from everyone.



133
Positive

I am very grateful for the care and thoughtfulness of Doctors when I have needed them recently. 

Thank you.

149 Positive In general very good

156 Positive All staff always friendly and helpful

159 Positive very good, lovely surgery, thank you

166 Positive I believe we are very blessed to have such a wonderful surgery, thanks to all

188 Positive D3e Medication is always ready on promised date

191 Positive I find every service provided very good

202 Positive We always receive an excellent service from the Surgery.  xxxxx is absolutely brilliant

237 Positive Practice is very good in an emergency.  I have been seen straight away.

248
Positive

I emailed the Surgery with a problem when I was away on holiday.  Very impressed to hear back 

in 10 mins.

263 Positive An excellent service

268

Positive This is an A1 Surgery with every department giving excellent service always - Phlebotomists, 

Dispensary, Reception, Nurses, Doctors of course, particularly my own - Toby Wallis.

278

Positive

I have consulted a nurse, then Dr xxxxxx, only once since Dr xxxxxx departed; that was in autumn 

2012 so this survey isn't going to be much use to you.  Dr xxxxxx referred me to a Consultant in 

Salisbury.  I've found the Practice excellent in all the years I've been here, since 1958.  I think we 

are fortunate in having access to a caring group of medics.  

285
Positive

I find that the service is v good a much more personal approach and also caring approach is 

given by all staff - better than I was used to in London.

296
Positive

We, my husband and I have been with this practice for years and quite honestly service is above 

any other I have been with, keep up the good work and thanks!

315 Positive Good surgery overall

378

Positive

Myself and the wife have been patients here for about 25 years and always found all the staff 

brilliant.  Dr xxxxxx, we feel, is a friend as well as our doctor and really has been first class to me 

and the wife.

379

Positive QD3e  Medication is always ready on the right day.  We have been registered with this Surgery 

since 1972 and have never had cause to complain about any of the treatment received.

404
Positive

Q14.  ST2. ? Name.   We as a family have been very happy with the service from the Surgery.

425
Positive

The Surgery, systems and staff are all exemplary. Cannot fault anything.  Thank you so much

445

Positive

We have had a family member treated & diagnosed for cancer through the Surgery.  Dr. xxxxx 

provided an exceptional level of care to them & the rest of the family.  Thank you as you approach 

provided an opportunity for her to find peace.

447 Positive Have no complaints, I think our Surgery is one of the best

450 Positive Very happy with the way our Surgery is operated.

463 Positive Nurse xxxxx absolutely lovely person!

508
Positive

I think we are very lucky to have such a good Surgery in Fordingbridge and I am most grateful for 

the care and attention we receive

532 Positive Very happy with the service, well done

551
Positive

Staff always very helpful and dispensary are efficient despite being busy every time I come in to 

collect presriptions

556
Positive

Just wanted to say a big thank you to all medicaland office staff for such a sterling job. Well done!

606

Positive

I have only recently joined the surgery and have been pleased with every aspect of the process, 

the people who have helped me and the services you offer. Thank you for being so helpful and 

friendly and making every thing simple

617

Positive

We moved to this practice 2 years ago (from an excellent practice) and have been enormously 

impressed. The friendiness and helpfulness of the recptionists and dispensary staff has been 

impressive as have the various other management initiatives eg checking in, childrens play area, 

information screen etc. All of these factors are crucial in establishing an atmosphere of 

helpfulness, welcome and reassurance. However the key measure , which your survey does not 

deal with, is the effectiveness of the health advice and treatment: do we get better, feel better or 

receive the right treatment. Your next survey should seek answers to the question of 

effectiveness. In my case I have been enormously impressed at the care, thought and speed that 

has been given in relation to the 'preventative' treatment I have been offered as well as the 

subsequent referrals to the appropriate hospital consultants

631
Positive

Always find service at Surgery excellent. Dispensay now more convenient now not closed for 

lunch.

113
Premises

I find the main entrance challenging and confusing.  Too many people queueing, hanging around, 

passing through.  Too many notices!!!  Often no alcohol hand rub available.  

132 Reception Q1 Depends on which receptionist

140 Reception Q1 Straight away.                                   

165 Reception I object to receptionists enquiring into my reasons for requesting an appt with my doctor

381 Reception Q1.  Receptionists - on the whole good.  Some very brusque in tone and manner.

320
Reception / Appointments

Don't feel I should need to explain to a receptionist what my appt is for. I think having to wait 3 

weeks to get an appt with my own Dr is far too long.

311

Reception / Training

I made an appointment for a smear after giving birth but when I turned up was told they couldm't 

do it as I was less than 12 weeks post partum. I had my baby with me when I had booked it at 

reception so it would have been nice if the receptionist could have told me this then to avoid a 

wasted visit.



476

Receptionist

The staff who answer the phone are often a lot more helpful than some of the receptionists in the 

surgery. They may be one and the same but the receptionists in the surgery seem to expect you 

to know what to do. They seem to forget that a lot of people do not attend the surgery on a regular 

basis.

613
Receptionists / Dispensary

Q1 also ticked not very helpful - individual differences. Q12 same day when urgent QD3e Time it 

takes is bad.

Receptionists / Dispensary
Q1 also ticked not very helpful - individual differences. Q12 same day when urgent QD3e Time it 

takes is bad.

448

Referrals / Nurses

Q20 - Patients choice of hospital to be referred to.  I would like to be asked & not referred to 

Lymington Hosp automatically. Q23 - Practice Nurses fully booked from 4 December until 

Christmas so I had to see GP instead.  Another Practice Nurse would be a good idea.

Referrals / Nurses

Q20 - Patients choice of hospital to be referred to.  I would like to be asked & not referred to 

Lymington Hosp automatically. Q23 - Practice Nurses fully booked from 4 December until 

Christmas so I had to see GP instead.  Another Practice Nurse would be a good idea.

402

SDS 

Q. D2  also "Using the Web site on-line".  Q.1/Q.2 The new "Regime/System" when being phoned 

back when you want to make a Doctor's appointment and then having to speak to a Nurse is 

disliked by us and most patients (despite what the Practice Manager says!).  You have to wait 

some time for the return call.  Q. 1 - You miss xxxx!

418

SDS 

The "Same Day Service" is an excellent idea which works very well for me in each instance.  I feel 

I get good service and what I need while I sense it filters out the less urgent to the benefit of 

Doctors

552

SDS 
I don't think same day service works for me. I have seen 3 different doctors in the last 3 months 

using this service.I know they have previous drs notes but it is not the same as the same dr 

assessing you. I have only seen my own Dr once in the last 6 months as he is seldom availlable.

563

SDS 

I really don't understand the ring back service, the reliability is patchy at best.Self employed 

people, who number millions in this country, can't spend working time being sent home to wait an 

hour to come back again, that’s if the call comes. The fact patients are asked to remind the 

surgery if no call comes speaks volumes



516

Several Comments

Q1 - Those at the Nurses end are particularly approachable. Q11 - my doctor is part-time.Q12 - In 

an emergency I have always been fitted in. soon. Q15 - I would far rather wait a few minutes than 

be rushed out to keep up to timings.

83
T/R

I'm a temporary patient so have only seen Doctor today.  These questions I have answered come 

from when I was a permanent patient 3 years ago.

512
Telephones

Have a few more receptionists - the phone system is taking too long at the moment for patients to 

have their call answered.

42 Telephones telephone access the weak area

408 Telephones Q.2  Not Mondays.  Q.14  xxxxx ?  Q. D6e Only recently started.  

509
Telephones

When trying to cancel an appt it was very difficult to get through; - it would help if there was a way 

to leave a pghone message (I had to try 3-4 times and I nearly didn't do it!!)

506

Telephones / Opening HoursDoes the Pharmacy at the Surgery still shut at lunch-time?  If so, this is ridiculous. Also the 

message on the phone suggests no contact by phone before 2pm.  That is not customer friendly

487 Training GP's Try not to use young or locum doctors they are useless

503
Usual GP

Q10 Would like to be able to see my own GP without having to wait severals for an appointment.

575

Usual GP / Compliment to wiaitn time as doesn't want to be rushed

q9 Possibly. Following the recent announcement that there are t be dedictated doctors (named) 

for senior citizens I hope that we will be allowed to continue with our existing GP and not moved 

to another. Q15 11-20 minutes wait I have rated as very good as it is an indication of the attention 

Dr Wallis gives his patients. There is no sense of rush with him.

399

Usual GP / Reception.Impersonal Service
Q12  I have been told I can't see any Doctor, only my own!  Your newer Receptionists are really 

lovely and extremely helpful and patient - I wish the "experienced" ones could all be the same!!  

Sadly Fordingbridge Surgery is now offering a very impersonal service - it is a huge shame.  

338

Waiting room music / Appointments / 111

Background music is depressing, like a funeral parlour.  Appt times too short & puts GPs under to 

high pressure.  They try to look friendly & relaxed but it is obvious from the moment they see you 

they are thinking only of how they can best get you out of the door.  Where was the family doctor 

who you could have a good relationship with?  A Practice doctor on-call 24 hours instead of the 

stupid & ineffective "111" that is a complete time waster.

406 Waiting Time Q15.  1 hour.  Q. D3  Haven't had the full experience!

497
Waiting Time

Last children's appt with doctor was 1/2 hour late - very poor! Practice Nurse is running 15 min 

late - also poor!

363

Waiting to see a GP
Q16 The shortest time I have ever had to wait after my allotted appt time has been 20 minutes.  It 

is normally about 30 minutes and has been up to an hour.  I find this totally unacceptable.  It must 

be possible to allocate appointments on a better basis than this, surely.

78 Website I will investigate your website! Q3 - but I work full-time so difficult for them to catch me.


